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Hitt expresses
views, listens to
student concerns,
at open forum
o SG Open Forum

cial aid office to Hitt's own accessibility to students.

gives students
access to president

P~rking

By BRANDY PEKTOR
Staff Writer

Students had a chance to
. questioriPresident
John Hitt and other
department heads
on Tuesday, Oct 2
at an open .forum
organized by Student Government.
- The forum,
which took place at
the Wild Pizza, al- _
lowed stUdents to
inquire on topics·
·.ranging from a de- sired increase in inner core programs Hitt
and concerns about the finan-

Concerns about on-campus
parking were also brought up.
The good news, a~cording
to Hitt, is that there will be a
1,000-car parking garage 10cated behind the Biology-building. The bad news is that it will
not be ready for
another two
years.
Another major
concern
involved a rumor
~hat administration might be
planning to dissolve the HIV Institute.
"We aren't
planning to kick
it off campus,"
Please see ffiTT, page 8

Special registration treatment
WUCF will not
resented by some, praised by others broadcast Knights
•)

D Students react to
selected groups
receiving prefered
early registration.
By MIKE NEMETH
Staff Writer

Not atl UCF students were
created equal. That is why the
university's administration allows several groups of students
to register before anyone else
does. Some students, however,
resent this policy.
Dr. John Bush, director of
admissions and registration, la-beled early registration for approved students "special bandling." He said he is not sure
how long UCF has granted special handling, but he knows it
has been done at least since
1982, when he joined the uni-

versity. "It's very common. All
schools do it," he said.
Charlene Stinard, assistant
registrar, said the special handling is a "pretty well-estab~
lished program." Six groups of
students were eligible for early
registration this semester, which
began Nov. 1. They are scholarship winners, honors program
members, athletes, minorities;
co-op students and the disabled.
Stinard said they routinely
add and delete students from
special handling. Minority Student Services, for example,
sends a list of students for early
registration, she explained.
However, minority students receive the privilege for their first
semester only.
Five percent of U CF
Bush said that the number
of students receiving special
handling amounts to five per-

cent of the UCF population.
Stinard said the registrar's office does not have its special
handling policy documente~ on
paper, to which Bush responded,
"We should do that."
Louise Friderici, director of
Student Disability Services, said
she decides which disabled students get special handling based
on their types of impairment.
Some students with mobility
impairments cannot trek from
one end of the campus to the
other in 10 minutes or less, she
said. Through early registration,
students in wheelchairs can either schedule classes that are
nearer to each other or with
greater time spans between
them.
Not everyone with disabilities has identified themselves
or requested services, she added.
see REGISTRATION, page 5

football playoff games
By MIKE NEMETH
Staff Writer
Should the UCF football
team win its first three playoff games enroute to a national title, students will have
to tune to 540 WGTO-AM to
hear radio coverage of the
championship. Students tuning to WUCF will be treated
to opera.
Jose· Maunez, WUCF's
general manager, said the station has a binding contract
with New York's Metropolitan Opera House, requiring
WUCFto air live opera every
Saturday afternoon beginning
the second week of December.
However, WUCF will at-

tempt to air the third round of
the playoffs Dec. 11, the first
Saturday that the station is
required to air the opera. The
·
first week is different because
the opera will not be live,
Maunez said, so airing the
playoff game is possible.
Each following week, however,. features live opera.
He said airing the rest of
the playoffs on tape delay is
the "best he can do." But that
· might not even occur.
"We'vediscussed it, but right
· now we're playing it by ear."
Maunez said he would
bewillingtoairalltheKnight's
football games live, but he has
to abide by the Metropolitan' s
contract.
see FOOTBALL, page 3
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Distinguished Lecture Series Presents

•

•

•

·,

•

"The People and Politics of Washington'

November 17th, 1993
8 P.M.
UCF Arena

•

This is a free lecture, for more
information stop by the Student Center
or call 823-2611.
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Do you thi~k
President Hitt is
accessible to
students?

•

•

•

•

•"Not really. You don't
see him
around
enough
talking to
students
and getting involved."
Louie Meletliedis
Manage~ent

• "No. I work with the
dean's office and I've never
seen him. No one there ever
talks to him or sees him."
Bob Mattis
Business Management

•

•"I wouldn't know. I've
never tried
to access
him. !can't
imagine
w h a t
people
would need

to talk to him about except
administration."
Mark Korten
English Education

dents want. His priorities
are not straight."
Joho Puchein
Education

• "I've never met him
personally."
Sandra Bone
Undeclared

• "I've only seen him
around a couple of times.
Once was at a Student Government function, but. I'm
not in Student Government.
• "In general, probably _I've never had any reason
not. I've hardly seen any of to talk to him."
the presiAndrea Pullan
Oral Communication
-d e n t s
we've had
walking
• "I've never had an oparound
~~-~-
portunity
among
to talk to
students,
but I've only seen Hitt once
never
or twice."
had areaHetal Engineer
son."
MBA
Eric Carlson
Engineering

• "All I hea~ is . people
ragging on him. I don't think
he's listenin·g to what stu-

Compiled by Stephanie Copes

Opera to take place of
football on airwaves
FOOTBALL, from page 1
"I can ~t say that one is more
important than the other [opera
contract or airing playoffs]. In
my mind it's unfortunate that we
can't do both. Each has its audience." Maunez said.
· Maunezsaidhecameto UCF
14 months ago and has twice
renewed the Metropolitan' s contract, which he.says took effect
threetofouryearsago. ''Wedon't
get any money," he said. But the
Metropolitan does provide and
. maintain a satellite dish and demodulator for WUCF. "That's
$5,000to$10,000iriequipment,"
he explained, '.'and a lot for a
station with our limited budget."·
Maunez said WUCF uses

the equipment five months of the
yeartoreceivetheMetropolitan's
signal, "but even then the MET
only uses it four hours per week.
We use it a lot more than that."
Robert DeVoe, sports director for WUCF, said the station
supports post-season play. When
the Kn~ghts baseball team made
the playoffs last summer, WUCF
was the only station to air the
game~.

"I hope that WUCF airs all the
games. It's a great experience for
us," DeVoe said. "If the team
happens to -get far [in the playoffs], I see Maunez finding a way
to get us on the air." DeVoe added
that ifit does not happen, he will not
be disappointed. "Dr. Maunez has
been more th@generous," he said.

SPECIAL AIRTIME RATES FOR
FACULTY AND STAFF
ON
CELLULAR PHONES
AND
PAGERS

COMPUTER NUTS
Mail order prices .. .locally
Prices effective November 8, 1993

TERRIFIC NEW LOCATION!!
DELUXE SYSTEMS
486DX2·661128K VLB 1649
486DX·50/128K VLB 1589
486DX-40/128K VLB 1449
486DX·33/128K VLB 1419
486SX·25/128K VLB
1229
486DLC·40/128K ISA 1199
------------------

•

· SAVE NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

CUSTOMIZATIONS

CELL.ULAR
TRADING
6"77-9878

----------- - - - -----------Extra 4 Meg RAM Add 196
Paradise Accel Pro Add 200
Extra 12 Meg RAM Add 440
Paradise Accel 24 Add 130
VLB IDE with 1/0
Add 20
Paradise Value
Add 30
VLB Video 1 Meg Add 30
1T' Syncmaster 4+ Add 400
341 MB Hard Drive Add 100
15" Hyundai
Add 130
260 MB Hard Drive Add 40
14.4 Fax Modem Add 139
130 MB Hard Drive Slb 20
24196 Fax Modem Add 39
387DX40 Math Co. Add 69
250 VA UPS
Add 119
250 MB Tape Drive Add 169
Surge Arrest S3T Add 49

6911 UNIVERSITY BL VD,
W.P. 1/2 mile east of 436

Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, 4MB RAM, 170 MB Hard Drive, 1-2 MB and 1.44 MB Floppy
Drives, IDE 2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VK!eo Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
Case W220 Watt Pcwer Supply, DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1, 3-Buttcri Mouse

•

~

DESIGN YOUR OWN MULTI-MEDIA PACKAGE

Toshiba 3401 B CD ROM
429
Pro Audio Spectrum 16
Panasonic CDR 562 CD ROM 259 Sollld Blaster Pro-16 Basic
Mitsumi CD ROM
179 Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe
Choose from our selection of CD titles

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the comer of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

~

149 Sound Galaxy NX Pro 129
149 80 Watf Speakers
89
129 LABTEC PC Speakers 24
Prices vary

Mon-Sat lOam ·- 6pm

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax: (407) 384-7195

--rt: -

We h·ave discounts
to help yoti drive down
the cost of car insurance
Allstate has. car insurance discounts
that can help save you money.
- Which discounts do you qualify for?
Give us a call to find out.

Allstate·

You're in good hands.
-~ils:..te

!nsuranrt Cumpan;~ /\'11nh1Jr(lr1ii; llii1111is
.~ubj~c! w quolifirnti1Jr.s ur.d ia~! fiY1!ilability.

almart Shopping Center
10639 E. Colonial Dr.

•

{407) 658-1023

Wes Maillard
Senior Account Agent

Carolyn Maillard
Licensed Associate
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NEWS BITS
Women of Courage
• Now showing at the Orange County Historical Museum is an exhibit entitled "The
Women of Courage." This display recognizes the accomplishments of local African-American women as they worked to
improve their lives and the communities in which they lived . .
The exhibit will be held through
February 1994 and is included
in the regular admission price
of $2.00 for adults; $1.50 for
seniors; $1.00 for ages 6-12.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 12 to
5 p.m. Sunday.

Gifts for holidays
•Contributions of cash and
new, unwrapped gifts, especially for men, are needed for

Panhellenic·
cou·ncil
ap.proves
inclusion of
new
sorority
By MIKE NEMETH
Staff Writer
The. UCF Panhellenic
Council voted Thursday to
add what will become
UCF' s seventh sorority.
The decision was unanimous, although Zeta Tau
Alpha' s delegate, voicing
her chapter's opinion, said
January 1994 would be too
soon to add another organization to the university.
Suggesting that a new
sorority might not yet be
necessary, she reminded the
council that fall ' s rush was
the biggest in five years.
She argued: "We need
to make sure it happens
· again. So maybe we should
hold off until next fall ."
A council member then
predicted that after this
fall's explosive rush, demand for a sorority will only
increase.
Nichole Copare, president of the council, then
requested the vote and
Zeta's delegate conceded
without argument.
Greg Mason, coordinator of Gi;eek affairs, later
announced that the list of
prospective new chapters
had been narrowed from 18
to eight.

the Mental Heatth Association
o.f Central Florida's "Project
Cheer" progr~m. To make a
contribution, please call 8431563.

of the Florida Medical Plaza,
2501 N. Orange Avenue in Orlando. A "Personal Finance"
class will also be offered from 7
to 9 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 18
in the same room. To register

Marlin gets elected
• Chris Marlin, Student

Body President, was elected chair
of the Florida Student Association, Inc. Oct. 10 in Boca Raton,
Fla The FSA is a statewide lobbying organization representing
over 200,000 students.

p . . . ,-·

Thanksgiving families
•Local families are encouraged to include . International
students from UCF in their holiday celebrations. Joanna
McCully, coordinator of International Services, will make arrangements for students to join
host families. If interested,
please call her at 823-5504.

"'"""!:ora!Italiano
100 Carrigan Avenue

2 miles north of UCF on the corner of Alafaya Trail and Carrigan Avenue

SERVING LUNCH BETWEEN 11 a.m. & 2:30

Holiday Blues
• Florida Hospital will offer "Holiday Blues," a free class
on preventing holiday depression, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Nov. 30 in room 237

for either or both classes call
Florida Hospital Community
Health Services at 897-1929.

p.111.

M-F

BUFFET LUNCH ALL YOU CAN EAT!
$5.95
.
SERVING DINNER AT 5
EVERY NIGHT
.. .

p:m.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 365-4774· (~AKE OUT

I~

AVAILABLE)

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF SHOW 1.D. FOR 10% LUNCH OR 20% DINNER DISCOUNT!

ADOPT A SMOKER TODAY!!
Wed., November 17, 11-1
p.m. on the UCF Green

I

GREATAMERICAN

~~OKEour

~t~.:f:t4 "'::• •

Prepare to quit smoking' on
Thursday, November 18,

1993

AMERICAN
V CANCER
~SOCIETY~

Hide all ashtrays, matches, etc.
Lay in a supply of sugarless
gum, carrot sticks, etc.
Drink lots of liquids, but pass
up coffee & alcohol.
Tell everyone you're quitting
for the day.
When the urge to smoke hits,
take a deep breath, hold it for
IO seconds, & release it
slowly.
Exercise to relieve the tension.
Try the "buddy system ," and
ask a friend to quit too.

'

LEAVE THE PACK BEHIND
J oin the Great American Smokeout ~n the ·third
Thursday of November. Millions of smokers across the
country will take a break and try not to smoke for
24 hours. How about you? Or, if you don't smoke, adopt
a smoker for the day and promise to help that friend
get through the day without a cigarette!

• Free S.O.S. Kits
• Free drinks and popcorn
•Raffle prizes

•

r------------------

~~~=--~.._...:...

I

AMERICAN
()!CANCER
~SOCIETY9

ta"

1mu2 llc:- l! L! 'r'

SMOKEOUTS

...~-

LEAVE THE PACK BEH~N·o""" .
THE THIRD THURSDAY OF NOVEMBER

•
•

GREAT AMERICAN

GREATAMERICAN

A

•

Adoption Papers
I,
help you•

, wi ll do all that is within my po we r to
· th e
--- · no t to smoke during

Gre::i t Ame rican Snfokeou t. On my honor ;i nd :i s my pa rt of the b<i rg:iin, [
promise to do the fo llow ing to accomplish our goal:
•
•
•
"
•

•

l' ru isr yo11 fur hav ing 1hc will power 10 µiv" up nirn:inl' lo r ii d.iv.
Reassure .vnu 1ha1 il1crl' :tre Mill only 2·1 l;1111rs in a day.
·
Hel p yn u re mem ber yo1 11 ..:11m111 i1111c111 10 11111 smnk<·.
Bribe yu11 wi1h food , n1on<',V. aml/01 1iu1e>harc l'arntions.
Be there when }'llU need me.

Yo u, _ _ __
, 0 11

•

your part, will make it through the day if' you:

• H ide your cigurcltcs, as h1rays. ligh1crs, and matches.
• Tell yo ur fr iends you h.1vc been adop1 ed :1mJ will 1101 smoke cliiring
1hc Grcal American Smokcoul.
• Call me when you fee l you can't resist ihc dc,irc 10 s111okl'.
• Refrai n from visiti ng smokc·fillc d ruo111s.
• Remember 1ha1 1ml;iy, yon arc lcal'ing the pack behind .

I wi ll do what it ta kes to help my rricncl leave the p:.H:k be hi;lCI.

Sign ed:

Dare: ___ _ _

I pro mise not to smoke du ri ng the Great Ameri ca n Smokeout.
Signed:
Date·

•

-- ·

L-----------------~~~~-~

•
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Preferential registration treatment draws praise, criticism
REGISTRATION, page 1

)

.)

Michael Butler, a UCF senior who runs track and plays
football, said he can schedule
anytime he wants. "I wait until
the last minute to register and I
still get in," he said. "It's pretty
easy. There'snowaitinginline."
Butler said if he did not get
special handling it would "be a
real headache." He recalled registering like those who do not
receive special ,handling when

he ran track for a junior college
that did not provide the privilege. "I had to wait in line and it
could take hours. It was a real
pain," he said.

"The only difference between minorities and me is the
color of our skin," he argued.
"You get privileges for what
you d_o and don't do. I go out to
earn my privileges."

Disabled students
Butler said the group which Minority registration
probably deserves the special
Wanda Chapman, a black
handling most is the disabled UCF senior and legal studies
students, but that minority stu- ~major, had been unaware that
dents deserve no special treat- minority students were afforded
/ registration privileges, yet her
ment.

We need feedback. Tell us what you think. Write to:
The Central Florida Future, 12243 University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 32817.
.
.

opinion differed from Butler's.
"It's not fair," she said. "What's
the difference if you're a minority or an athlete? I'm getting
booted out of a class because an
athlete needs it. I want to get out
of here too."

Jason Kline, a UCF junior
and music major, who receives
no early registration privileges,
said, "Regular UCF students get
the shaft while honors students
have it made. _Many [honor students] also receive scholarships,
so if a free education was not
enough, they can enroll in whatever classes they want. This
enables them to graduate early
while rt'.gular students pay more
to be here longer."

Every11ne should be equal
She went on to say that even
handicapped students can registeroverthe phone. "Everyone
should be equal."

ToMikEddiEs ·
TRAvEl & EvENTS CoondiMTOR

Toll Free: 1-800-392-8253
Phone (407) 677-9285

ILt()lf tttill211STMA'
A.lllV

r=A.IV~S

13~ ~~()W tiUtf3~ l[)llSt()()U,_.T~
"A Leisure Resource Company"

Wolff system tanning at

.

Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

.10 Visits for $25.00

I

(sign up a friend and get 2 visits free)
We also do:
• Acrylic Nails
·Infra-Slim Body Wrap
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m.
Licensed & Certified #T-50-93

•

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
~~~©O~lb

~[JU)J [Q)~!NJ[J~

$49 each
Full $55 each
Queen $69 each

Twin

~~I~ ~ 1Gi: 11'I ]I

~V ~ Cl\!
:

~ ~: .. ,:. .\... :: :

:

Specials:

lF©lm

lW ©lF

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE

~:

SAME DAV FREE DELIVERY

: it

4 pc. Bedroom Sets

$239

.
(SimilartoPicture)
• Double Dressers • Mirror • Headboard • Bedframe
all for $239

Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

Class Break Billiards

~rma©~~

MATTRESS,SETS

282•6042

Monday:
·Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

$ 3.00 Pitcher 4 p.m.- close
$ 2.00 Pitcher 7 p.m. - close
$ 1.75 all import bottles

2 for $2 Bud Bottles
$1.25 all domestic bottles
$1.00 all domestic bottles 9 p.m.- close

Tables: $1.00 per hour per person until~ p.m.
$2.00 per hour per person after 6 p.m. (+ tax)

12229 University Blvd- in the UC6 Theater shopping center
658- POOL (7665)
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ROOMMATE HUNTERS
* Computerized Access
* Low sign-up fee
* Hundreds of roommates ... at your
fingertips

895-0800
Apartment Hunters
11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL

FOR HOME OR BUSINESS

386 &486 SYSTEMS

$As LITTLE As

Complete with VGA Monitor, 40--120MB HOD,

9900

* No Credit Necessary!
* No Long-Term Obligation!
* Free Repair Service!
* Free Loaner!
* Early Purchase Option!
.* Rent Sy Phonel
* Same Day DeJivery!

PER 1ttoNTH

;

281-4438

St. Josepli's
Catfio{ic Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8 a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m. ·
275-0841

- Casselberry, "FL
(407) 331-7300
914E. SR 436
next to Winn-Di:i.ie::
Orlando, FL
(407) 658-8770

723 S. Semoran Blvd.
Danube Shopping Center

Orlando, FL
(407) 298-9980
5266 W. Colonial Dr.

*
MA GIc

QUALITY WORTH RENTING.
QUALITY WORTH OWNING.

Wo!-Mart Shopping Center at Pine Hills

.

RENT TO OWN
FURNITURE

*

APPLIANCES

*

ELECTRONICS

Based on Rent to Own agreement. No ownership until final payment is made. Taxes and fees
notincluded ($99. x 24 mo's =$2376.) Product may not be available at all locations.
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TMQ management program
aims at improvement of all
aspects of university
>

•

By TOM BAYSTON. Jr.
Staff Writer

"Or," Terrell added, "it can
simply mean whoever receives
your work.

UCF has set in motion its Teamwork
"The core of TQM, [and
new policy of Total Quality
Management to improve all as- what sets it .apart from earlier
pects of the administration, edu- management. methods] is the
cation, research, and service to team and teamwork. You need
the community. Top UCF ad- the input of people at all levels
ministrators and faculty have of the process to get at what the
. been preparing since February problem really is. [Teamwork
for the implementatic;m of the is] a real empowerment vehicle,
first pilot programs for the fall particularly for people that are
on the front line. Who better to
and spring terms.
TQM is a management phi- make suggestions for change
losophy that was first introduced than the people actually doing
in manufacturing and business. the work? So why not involve
Its origins are credited to W. them in the problem-solving?
." TQM problem-solving
Edwards Deming and Joseph
also
depends on making factM. Juran, who taught the
based
decisiOns, rather than just
method to post-War Japan.
Juran and Deming's message innuendo, and what you think
was ignored iri America until 111ight be happening. A lot of
the early 1980s, however, when TQM is based on gathering data
Japanese manufacturing suc- and analyzing that data using
cesses made American business specific statistical tools, flow
charts, bar charts, and
sit up and take notice.
"fishbone" (or cause-and-effect)
dfagrams."
TMQ companies
Dealing with hard data
Since then, TQM policies
helps
to remove personalities
have been adopted by Ford
from
the
problem, so the facts
Motor Company, HewlettPackard, Xerox, .Federal Ex- can be analyzed the way they
press, NASA and the Defense are. Terrell reminded that, all
Department. Over 200 co lieges too often, it is really the system,
and universities in the United not people, that is to blame.
"Let's don't be too quick to
States are also adopting TQM
policies and methods to various take it out on people, when the
process is the real problem."
degrees.
The main focuses of the
What is TQM? "Making
the customer delighted," said TQM office are students and
UCF' s new Director of Quality faculty. Of the first six TQM
Management Initiatives, Janice initiatives already approved,
Terrell. For a university, the two are directly academic in
"customer" can be the stl.~dents, nature.
Entry level algebra classes
the faculty or the community .

have a 40 perc.ent "D" and "F'
rate. The first step will be to
determine if the problem is the
teaching method,_or the lack of
fundamentals among incoming
undergraduates.

Speeding up
The second initiative involves speeding up graduation
documentation, a process that
can take six to eight weeks .
Three of the remaining four
initiatives are administrative as
well as student-related problems. One is to speed up undergraduate readmissions, the others are faster document verification and document tracking
in Student Financial Aid.
Changes may appear to
c.ome too slow to impatient students, but compared to other
universities UCF has taken to
TQM with "lightning speed."
Dr. Gary Whitehouse,
_UCF's new provost and vice
president for academic affairs,
·said that UCF enjoys many advantages over other universities, advantages that allow quick
adaptation to the ideas ofTQM.

Scarce funding
Lately research funding has
been scarce, however, and in
many locations the student
population is also decreasing.
Unlike those universities,
UCF' s biggest problem is
growth. "We are particularly
trying to improve student services, such as providing access
to classes, something I think we
have," said Whitehouse.
.s ee TMQ, page 8

.,

AFROTC receives top honors
By KEVIN WOODS
Contributing Writer
UCF' s Air Force ROTC
detachment 159 recently received the best rating in the
nation during their inspection. The inspection was held
on Sept. 9and10, where they
received an overall rating of
excellent. Two departments,
education and recruiting, received the highest possible
rating, outstanding.
Every two years, Air
Force ROTC sends out a team
representing the Inspector
General to ensure all of the
AFROTC units are fulfilling
their mission of training. Of-

fice personnel, cadets and
stacks of files are rigorously
inspected .-Each area inspected
then receives a rating from
unsatisfactory to outstanding.
In the past, UCF' s Air
Force ROTC has received
three consecutive outstanding
ratings, an accomplishment
not seen from any unit in
AFR OTC history. About a
year and a half ago, the inspection system changed,
making it extremely difficult
to receive the overall rating of
outstanding.
Major Brady, commanderof the inspection team,
summed up the results by saying that "this unit has the best
ratings, co11ectively received,

since the development of the
new Air Force ROTC inspection criteria."
Cadet David Harmon, a
UCF senior, said "I felt an
intense sense of pride. and
accomplishment," about the
results of the inspection.
Detachment 159 is the
nation's top training program for college students
seeking to be Air Force officers. UCF' s Air Force
ROTC has recruited and
educated future officers
since 1972. Once students
complete the program and
graduate, they are commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Air
Force.

Gift Wrap Your Memories.
Your family photographs are too special to be tucked aw~y in some
album. They're meant to be shared with othe.rs. And there's no
better way than with a color photo calendar from Kinko' s.

~--10%0FfwgoMaUNDARS--i
I
I
I
I

Bring in your favorite original photos, graphics, or designs into the
Kinko's listed and receive 10% off custom calendars. We cannot
reproduce copyrighted photos. One coupon per customer. Not valid
with other offers. Good through 12/31/93.

1

·

~f:-~~isho~.

I 12215 University Blvd.
I B (Across from UCF)

kinko~·
Your branch office

L------------~----

I
I
I
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TIBBITTS
AUTOMOTIVE CARE
_::f:~~:1~~a~~:f,.·Years in Orlando·
{~i:~~~;i~ii!:l;::l:~~ii~i~;~~~;~·
~: :·, -. •: J
DISCO
. unt.<,,~::r:m:;::·:·IU<·:·:j~i·Dtie.Il t

•
•
Guaranteed
671-7000 ,
6400 University Blvd.
365-3085
2981 Alafaya Trail
All Major Credit Cards &
Personal Checks Accented

· llflll~l!I
ROADWAY PACK.AGE S~·'STEM
· Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer

Roadway Package Sysyem,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.
Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm
Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) i97-3715
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President Hitt encourages students to voice concerns
HITT, from page 1
Hitt said.
He also said that "every university has to have an aggressive AIDS program." The institute was founded on the
premise that it would not cost
the university any money. Presently, the institute is funded by
fund-raisers and grants.
Students also made Hitt
aware of efficiency problems in
the financial aid office. Dr.
Huddleson, associate vice presi. dent for enrollment and academic services, added "It is very
clear that students as a group
are not satisfied with the of·fice." Huddleson, who was•in
his 11th day on the job at the
time of the forum, promised to
study the whole situation, possibly relocating the office if
more space becomes available.
In addition, students questioned Hitt about a director's
position at the Minority Student Affairs Office, which has
remained unfilled for the past

six months. Hitt maintained While some students compared university, and according to Hitt Future forums
that, at this time, he is unable to the program to shock treatment, was not kicked off campus but
Now in his 10th month on
say when a new director will be Hatfield believes faculty mem- was unable to find adequate the job, Hitt said he would like
appointed.
bers will work out the problems space to lease on campus. This, to do more open forums in the
Students, however, reacted in time.
Hitt said, is wjly the Future future. He said "because we
positively to Bitt' s promise to
"Some faculty are having moved off campus. According
have so many appointments,"
keep working for more class more luck th'an others," he said. to John Bolte, vice president of
(in his office) students are ofsections. He said he was aware Evaluations of the program are administration and finance,
ten unable to talk with him.
of the problems students have scheduled to be given to teach- "That's probably the best place
"I'm not sure one more hour
had in registering for core . ers after the grades are turned for them."
Last summer, the School of a week would work," said Hitt,
classes in the past, and he hopes in.
Communication voted to accept but he encouraged students to
it will not be a problem in the
the .newspaper into its program. talk to him about their concerns.
future. He also suggested hav- Mascot
ing a buil4ing dedicated to genThe UCF mascot change The action was ultimately Nootheropenforumshavebeen
eral education courses in order was also brought up by stu- · blocked by UCF administration. scheduled to date.
to relieve the current space prob- dents. 'Yith the Knights' hopes
lem.
of getting into Division IA, Hitt
said he would like to see UCF
BE200
united under one mascot. Hitt
Hitt also urged business said he hopes the official masstudents to "hang in there" re- . cot would be "the Knights of
gardingtheresultsoftheBE200 the University of Central
program. R~sults will not be Florida."
known for a while, according to .
Hitt; and he encouraged stu- Newspaper
dents to be patient.
Another ru~or discussed
John ;Hatfield, associate by Hitt involved The Central
de'1:n for the College of Busi- Florida Future. The Future is
ness Administration, added that an independent organization
DEflrtfl•S SKllt ~~~~!"'=::=-==-··-ART STUE'llO'··
the project has only just begun. that has no official ties to the
Licensed, A ward Winning
Individual expression with
. Female Artist
·. a lifetime guarantee

Unloved, wrecked junk cars,
trucks, jeeps and vans, 1983
and newer.

657-7698

---------------.....

TMQ begins at -UCF
TMQ, from page 7

Whitehouse said, "which is really in the spirit of what a quality metropolitan university is
suppos.e d to be."

"At DCF we have ari appropriate balance, I think, between emphasis on education .
and research," he continued. TMQ takes time
"Our faculty members do enjoy
Terrell cautioned that TQM
and expect to be teaching un- does not happen to a large orgadergraduates. Yet the research nization overnight. "Integrating
programs have also been grow- ·TQM into our campus culture
ing, despite recent cutbacks is something that will come
nationally."
gradually on a day-to-day ba- .

UCF wise
"UCF has been wise in be'ing· responsive to the community it exists in. It first started as
a technology university, and
these programs-computer science, engineering - are still
very supportive of those sectors," noted Whitehouse.
"By the same token, we
have picked up programs that
have responded to some of the
newer things that are happening - hospitality management
and inotio~ pictures, for instance, and one of the fastest
growing by far is our health
services programs," he added.
"In research, our CREOL
(laser/optics), simulation and
training, and solar energy centers are viewed as leaders in the
nation. And now we have the
beginnings of a space education research center, and we
feel there will be a lot of opportunities in that direction, too,"
continued Whitehquse.
In keeping with the TQM
principle of market awareness,
"UCF has already been very
responsive to its community,"

sis," Terrell ex.plained. "We
are goirig to be offering introduction workshops and seminars on TQM tools, team-build- .
ing and interpersonal communication. If we offer evough of
this kind information in a way
that will attract people's interest and desire to participate not trying to force it on anyone
- I believe TQM should pegin
to grow naturally in geometric
progression," said Terrell.
·He aJso said he _hopes to
· have "suggestion" boxes conveniently placed around campus. In the meantime, those
who have a complaint can take'
it to Jan Terrell's office in Administration, room 374. "Call
this the Office Of TQM and
Student Cor11plaints," smiled
Terrell."! LOVE to get student
complaints!" Not just student
input, but student involvement .
will also be encouraged. Terrell
said she would like to have a
least one student on every TQM
team. The knowledge and experience gained, she pointed
out, could be invaluable in the
"real world" of work and profession later on.

Questions?
Comments? Call The
Central Florida
future. Tell us wha~
IVOU think. 823-8192.

..
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DEANA LIPPENS

Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups
14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

.. .is proud to welcome
UCF students

Learn to ...

SK~-0

• Over 30 years experience
• Receive World Champion instruction
from Rusty Vest's handpicked staff

-
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...._
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UCF Students recieve BIG discounts
"fve always wanted to do that"...JUMP NOW!

1~800-JUMP-123
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Sigma Tau Delta
opens tutoring
facility for freshman
English students
By BRANDY PEKTOR
Staff Writer

Imagine grading 7 5 composition papers a week. That
is just what teachers of English composition I and composition II classes have to
face. One program in place
to save some of the red ink is
sponsored by Sigma Tau
Delta, the National English
Honors Society.
Sigma Tall' Delta runs a
tutoring center in room 305 F
of the Humanities and Fine
Arts building. The program
is designed to help catch
mistakes students make, not
just on comp I and comp II
assignments, but in their everyday writing style.
There are six tutors, five
paid and one volunteer. According to Kathleen Bartlett,

an adjunct English teacher
of comp I, "Most of them
are seniors, with nearly 4.0s
[GPA], they are all English
majors and are very capable
of providing the kind of assistance students need."
One of the tutors, Peter
Telep, said he hopes the pro.:.
gram will continue. "Every
writer needs a good editor
no matter who you are . A lot
of students are shy and embarrassed," he said, "but
once they are over that they
always have someone to tum
to for an honest unbiased
evaluation."
The program, which is
free, began on Oct. 11 and
will run until Nov . 29. Telep
hopes more student_s will
take advantage of the pro. gram. He told one student,
"You will have to write for
the rest of your life. You can
use this stuff."

VillnJef VitlufilresTMAre As Low As $39!
Now you can afford to sprea9 your wings.
We're YaluJet. Abrand-new airline offering ·incredibly low yaJuFares and daily nonstop
DC-9 jet service between Atlanta and Orlando, Tampa and Jacksonville, Florida.
How low? Just $39 for every seat on every flight. Fare is one-way, with no roundtrip
purchase required. And you c~n make your reservations now.
Before long we'll also be offering nonstop service between Atlan.ta and Fort Lauderdale,
Louisville, New Orleans and Memphis, with good connections through Atlanta to most cities we
serve. Seats on all these routes are available, so you can make your holiday reservations n6w.
·
For information and reservations, see your Travel Agent. Or call
$
ValuJet at 1-800-VALUJET (1-800-825-8538).
;s.. ) >
Because for eve1y reason you have for going
.

~~;;here, we m~avM:toget:umere

.

VillUJCf.
A

I

RL
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The $39 fare is available on all flights for travel through November 21, 1993. Effective
November 22, 1993, a 21-day advance purchase is required. Other lowfares are available,
some restrictions apply. Fares do not include Passenger Facility Charges of up to $6,
depending on itinerary. Fares and schedules are subject to change without notice.

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
NATIONAL HONORA RY SOCIETY

This is to certW tfiat the. f0Cfowt119 perso11.5 Ftave 6een
cfu:fared e[i9iMe. for membership in
BETA GAMMA SIGMA
~t~~~~~~_U_n_i_v_e_r_s_it~y~o_f~C_e_n_t_r_a_l_F_l_o_r_i_d_a~~~~~-Chaptcr _

Kaplan and only Kaplan
offers a unique method called
TOTAL TRAINING. It's
based on the fact that you get
better results when you learn
in more ways than one. Your
primary £tudy takes place in
class, with your instructor.
Then it's reinforced-with
books. Diagnostic tests.
Kaplan practice tests.
Released tests. Videotapes.
Audio-tapes. Special help
sessions. Home study. And
fully explained practice
questions.

The more ways you're
TAUGHT something,
the better you learn it.
It's the most complete
arsenal of test prep tools
in the world.

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST
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Dean

Juniors

Susan Deragon

Lisa Koll

Van Pho

Seniors

Timothy Argenziano
Andrew Boster
·Eric Frier
Marybeth Guilbeault
Mary Hungerford
Jana Kingsley
Lisa Lane
Theresa Mosley
Seng Ng
Carol Persson
Marc Rocque
Ginger Surgenor

Carolyn Baskeyfield
Carol Bush
Colleen Gordon
Robin Harris.on
Julie Jenne
Raymond Korte
Donna Mathiesen
Brigitte Nelson
Kathleen Nichols
Donna Register
Linda Sawyer
Trang Vu ,,,.

Robert.Boone
Christine Dabrieo
Daniel Groetzner
Eugene Hoenicke Jr
Rania Khouri
Shawn Kosinsk~
Keiko Mills
Mercedes Nevares
Michael Nugent
Kimberly Riggs
Julie Stufflebeam

Masters

Carla Campbell
Andrea Pacyna
Ann Thomp_9on

Abner King
Marc Sejut
Eric Worden

.

Sccrctary ~

Gregory Lemieux
Norma Smith
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The buying of
viewers-on local
television news
Watch WFT\i Channel Nine's
Eyewitness News at 6 p.m and you
can win $999 instantly. ..
Our local news stations are buying its viewers, and
that can mean only one thing: i(s time for the fall
·ratings sweeps.
This is a time when, in a desperate attempt to get
viewers, WESH, WCPX (especially WCPX) and
WFTV thfow all pretenses of journalistic integrity out
the window and opt for "Current Affair'1/"Hard
Copy"-style sensationalism instead of actual news.
The Lowest Common Denominator rule will apply for
the month of November. "Investigative reports" on
Satanists, thought-provoking pieces on proper lawn
care and interviews witli Rush Limbaugh will
continue to be what passes for news, while pieces on
what our local elected officials are up to will ~ .
ignored (because local p0litics, regardless of how
.important it is to have an informed public on issues
that directly effect them, doesn't. pull in the high
·Arbitron numbers.)
·
As if forays into tabloid (or "yellow") journalism
. Rage in me, oh muse, and through me tell the story of
isn't enough, it now seems that local television news
Perpetual Frustration Man, the s~perheio for the '90s and
has hit an all-time low: bribery. The introduction to
beyond. Oh me! Oh my!.How frustrated he i~! Sing,
this editorial was from a letter sent from WFTV to all
muse, and through me tell his story- the man who hails
potential viewers. It was in giant letters above the
from a faraway, enchanted land known to all as simply
actual letter to the viewer. The letter, written by
"Peoria, Ill." Tell about that superhero skilled in all ways Over there! Is it a lost and disillusioned Generation Xer?"
Merritt S. Rose Jr., vice president and general
of contending, the wanderer, harried for years on end,
"Is it a self-absorbed Morissey fan?"
manager of WFfV, read, in part: ·
after he plundered the stronghold on the proud height of .
"Is it a tripping raver with no sense of rhythm?"
Dear Staff-Editorial Writer:
Troy ....
"NO!!!"
they al1 proclaim with joy and rapture, "IT'S
Yes, you can win $999 just by watching Channel
AIIIEEE! !! What a miserably-warped way to start my
PERPETUAL FRUSTRATION MAN!!!!"
9's Eyewitness News at 6:00 PM! WFTV'S
column, even by my miserably-warped standards. No one
I walk over to them with my back slouched and my hands
WATCH AND WIN SWEEPSTAKES is back this
.invokes muses anymore; that went out with lotus-eating and
in
my pockets. "Hello," I mumble, ''What's wrong?"
Fall. It's easy and it's free!
Cyclops-killing. I only -hope Homer's methods of muse
"Perpetual Frustration Man! Thank God you'rehere!
You may see other Watch and Win Sweepstakes on
invocation tasted better than this llama piss I'm drinking
Everything' s gone wrong! Our job prospects Jook bleak!
TV that co~e and go guaranteeing big prizes! Don't
now that somebody had the audacity to can and call "ABC
We're a11 too deranged to have relationships that work!
be fooled. WFTV's WATCH AND WIN
MaltLiquor-A UniqueBeverageofExceptional Quality."
Our college radio station thinks that the Spin Doctors is
SWEEPSTAKES is the original!
WasHomertheBillyDeeWilliamsofancientGreece?
"alternative!" What can we do, Perpetual Frustration
Play WFTV's W ~TCH AND WIN
I just don 'tknow, sweet child o' mine, but I do know this:
Man?
What can we do?!?
SWEEPSTAKES ....We've already given away
it would certainly be an interesting humanities essay
This is when Perpetual Frustration Man goes to work His
thousands of dollars in cash to families here in
question.
CENTRAL FLORIDA! Good luck and thanks for
But I really don't have time or space to go into any of sound effects aren't ''ZAP!" and "POW!" Instead they're
and
"SEMI.:.INSIGHTFUL
watching WFTV-Channel 9! (Note: Bold letterings
that The sun is starting to rise over University Shoppes, "ANALOGY!,"
were theirs, not ours.)
OBSERVATION!,"
and
"VERB
CONJUGATION!" As
perhaps tqe ugliest, tackiest, most grotesque attempt at
It's appearing to be an appalling trend. As the radio architecture ever made. The fluorescent "Grille," theexcitementunfolds,hetumstothepeopieandsays, "Jeez,
and television mediums become increasingly
"Bagels," and ''Tan" signs are starting to shut off now, you're right! This dilemma is a toughie! I've got to ...
consolidated irito the hands of fewer and fewer
and I would like to return home. All I was trying to say concenrate ~ .. must not give in ...but the frustration..it's too
corporations, the people who run the starions see it
(via Homeric·plagiary) was that if.I were a superhero, I strong ... too overpowering ... must ... resist...but.... I can't..."
After much fighting n' stuff, he says:
more and more as a business and less and less as a
would be Perpetual Frustration Man.
"Oh, screw it. I don't have the solutions. I tried to
form of public service. This could help to explain why
Yes, Perpetual Frustration Man. It's a·perfect superhero
.
figure
it out, but I'm too frustrated. I'm just gonna go take
local news stations are acting like Publishers Clearing
for the 18 to 24 age group: Just think of it, a new kind of
a nap, perhaps choke down some ABC Malt Liquor. See
House, and it could also explain the firing of liberal
superhero, a superhero.that people can relate to ....
talk show host Clive Thomas from "Real" radio 104.1
Perpetual F~stration Man would be a lousy Marvel , ya later."
He then scampers off, leaving everyone as frustrated
in favor of more conservative and/or sexual innuendo- . Comics series becauseevery scenario is the same: a group of
and
depressed as they were before. It's a toughjob ...but
prone talk show hosts.
college students saying, "Oh no! Things don't worlc the way
It's scary, not to mention pathetic and sad, to know
they should! If only Perpetual Frustration Man was here to it's all in a day's work for Perpetual Frustration Man.
I guess that's all for this week. Sorry this was such a
that if the local news stations had to choose between
bemoan this sad situation!" ·
·
warped
column; it's been a warped week indicative of a
doing a report on corruption in government or noise
This is when I (Perpetual Frustration Man) appear. I can't
warped
year. It's n·othing 36 consecutive.hours of sleep
complaints regarding low-rider trucks, that they •.vould spin webs,ldon'thave-X-Ray visionandican'tfly. All I do
probably pick the latter instead of the fonner, because
is trudge across campus with a look of quiet desperation on wouldn't cure.
You can stop reading now. .
that's what gets ratings and commercial revenues.
my face. The college students see me and exclaim,"Look!
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Friends try to curb Shannon's spending urges
I was very pleased to receive
mail in my box at The Future last
week. For a while, I began to wonder if anyone was reading my column. It's nice to know I have an
audience. However, what started
as an article about an ethnic T-shirt
has grown into Shannon Martin's civil-rights move~
ment. Although I believe strongly in the issue I have
addressed, I feel the topic has been exhausted and therefore will not be discussed further. I will, however,
entertain the opinions of my constituents concerning the
issue. I do encourage reader feedback, as I gladly accept
any letter from anyone who can organize his or her
thoughts on pape~ and present clear, concise arguments
inamannersuitableforprinting,likeMr.SteveDesjarlais.
I may not necessarily agree with you, Mr. Desjarlais, but
I will entertain any opinion or criticism. I have not and
will never expect everyone to agree with me on everything I write. My ideas are not the "correct" ideas;
They're merely my opinion. The wodd as I see it.
Therefore, if my essays provoke question and thought,
then I have done my job.
New business.
Remember that little credit card problem I had that I
shared with you all last month? Well ... it's back.
Actually it never went away. In fact, ifl had a dime to my
name right now, I doubt I would be sitting here writing

1-1
this article. There is hope for me, however. My friends
John, Kelly, Doug and Matt have been "helping" me to
kick my habit of digging my own financial .grave. Each
has his own therapeutic method - some more effecti v.e
than others. Imagine this:
SCENARIO #1: Me shopping with Matt at Giorgio

Armani:
Me: Matt, look at this blazer! Oh my God, it's $790 !!!
Matt: Buy it.
Thanks, Matt. You're a real help. Perhaps Matt's
technique isn't so therapeutic after all.

SCENARIO #2: Me, John and Kelly at the Gap
Me: Cool, this sweater's on sale.
John: Put it down, Shannon. Bonehead.
Kelly: How much?
Me: $14.99. It doesn't matter, I don't have any money.
·
Kelly: Use your Visa.
John: Kelly, you're an idiot! He doesn't need anymore
clothes!
Kelly: Bastard, it's his money. Let him spend it!
They continue to argue with one another while I slip
quietly out of the store. Their method: embarrass me out
of buying an~thing. As of now, none of my friends have
realized that I can always come back by myself and spend

as much as I want.

SCENARIO #3: Me and Doug at Banana Republic.
Me: Doug, look at this T-shirt. Cool, huh? Cheap, too.
Doug: You don't have any money.
Me: I've got my rubber.
Doug: You mean plastic?
M:e: Whatever.
Doug: Don't use your credit card.
.Me: Get away from me. (He takes the card from me.)
Doug: Close your eyes: (He hides the card under one of
three shirts.) If you can find your credit card, then you can
buy whatever you want.
Me: Silly mortal, you know nothing of my powers.
Doug did not know that I can smell a credit card a mile
away. With one strong sniff, I was able to locate my card.
Still, I sucked up and left the store empty-handed to make
Doug, and my wallet, feel good. I experienced withdrawal symptoms, but I relaxed with the knowledge that
I could come back the next day. Thanks anyway, guys.
Before I sign off, I would like to thank Student
Government for a fun, educational and interesting Senate
retreat, Pi Beta Kappa and our new little sis, Leah, for
keeping me in line, my mother, for being the most
beautiful woman I know, and Amy Kostel' s.phone call
last week, supporting my work and inspiring me to keep
on keepin' on. Thanks, Amy.
R.I.P. Uncle Freddy. Hey, we're good.
Later, nits.

In Limbo

Tony Whitten
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Is NASA hiding evidence of the existence of alien beings?
Not being one who gives much credit to any number
of the far-out theories circulating in our society today
-Elvis is alive, theCV\killedKennedy,etc., my first
inclination was to laugh at the 500 or so people who
protested outside NASA last month that the agency
was concealing information about the existence of
extraterrestrial Iife.
According to NASA officials, the agency did not
lose contact with its multi-million dollar Mars probe as
it had said, but rather only told the pub_lic that to
conceal evidence that life either exists or existed on
Mars. Naturally, to most, there is only a shade of
difference between this protest and numerous other
ones where protesters have claimed the government is
consulting with extraterrestrials or flying recovered
UFOs.
.
My first reaction was to immediately write off
those protesters as people with just too much free time.
But if you put your prejudices aside and consider some
lesser-known facts, these people may have a point.
First, let's examine what evidence there might be
to support that there was once intelligent life on Mars.
Physiologically speaking, it would have been possible
for the planet to support life at one point. The large
polar ice caps suggest that at one time the planet had a
viable atmosphere, which would have shielded Mars
from radiation and trapped in oxygen. Also, temperatures in Mars deserts can reach 64 degrees in the
summer; probably much higher when an atmosphere
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existed.
More convincing to s<;>me, though, is the mysterious "face" in Mars' surface. In 197 6, the Voyager II
probe took hundreds of aerial photographs of Mars.
One of them was of a rock formation that looks like a
human face.
Of course, the photo was taken from such a
distance that it is impossible to look at it in fine detail.
NASA (and many other prominent scientists, I should
add) determined that the formation was caused by
wind erosion and its likeness to a face is coincidence.
Other highly educated people, however, argue that
with the help of computerized enhancements, it be
becomes apparent that the formation has distinct eyes,
nose and mouth features, and those are proof that it was
made by intelligent life, they argue.
Most damning for NASA, though, is an article in its
own charter saying that if evidence of extraterrestrial
life is founcf, NASA is required to keep the information
from the public to prevent widespread panic. Considering that one of the sites the lost probe was going to
photograph was the "face," NASA's claim that it lost
contact with the probe seems a bit suspicious. Considering the probe's design and numerous backup fea-

much higher resolution) photographed the "face" or even something else - that suggested life once
existed on Mars. Whatotheroption would NASA have
than to deny it? (Keep in mind that even if .a UFO
landed on the White House lawn, NASA would still be
required to deny its existence.)
To further this argument along, let's consider the
government's track record on covering up UFO incidents:
• Roswell, N .M., 1947. In one of the most famous
UFO cases, two unidentified objects crashed on a farm
in Roswell. The Army quickly came in, whisking all
the remains away. Witnesses were told to keep quiet
"or else." Sev~ral of the witnesses, many years later,
came forward and said they saw the remains of extraterrestrials. An Army spokesman originally said the
government ·had recovered two crashed UFOs; he
changed his story the next day and insisted they were
weather balloons.
Whether or not they were UFOs, weather balloons
or half-eaten pizzas, it is obvious the government was
(and still is) covering up something.
Now, I'm not saying I believe there was life on
Mars or that extraterrestrials even exist. However, I
believe any open-minded individual will consider all
the available evidence before reaching a conclusion.
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FOR RENT

GKEEK CORNER

HFLP1f7ANI'ED

OELTA SIGMA Pl
Thanks to our pledges for a great
Fast• Easy• Free
Paddle Night. Remember, we have
Apts • Homes • Condos
a speaker on Wednesday, so be
(407) 657-8282
there! Get together with your spirit ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
groups and show some synergy.
PROUD TO BE A DELTASIG!

Boston Chicken
Now hiring prep cooks-Advancement potential, vacaton & meal benefits-Apply in person, 12141 Collegiate Way, Orlando, FL 32817.

Sublease apartment
2 BO, 1 BA Alafaya Trc;=til apt ·1 mile
irom school. Keep my 200 deposit,
sleeper sofa & dining table, 381 8167 or manager. ·

Going home forthe Holidays? Need
a fun part-till)e job? The HONEY
BAKED HAM CO. is in search of
seasonal help to fill our sales counter
and production positions. We have
stores located in the following marApt for rent-2 Bed rm, walking dis- kets: Orlando, Tampa, St. Peterstance to UCF, 363-5636.
burg, Sarasota, Melbourne and
UCF Entrepreneurs
other major cities throughout the
We'll make your business idea work. 1- - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Southeast. Please check the white
Meetings Tuesdays 5:30 (BA 221)
pages or informatiort for the store
For more info call Chris 275-8623. Apt for rent-2 Bedrm/2 Bath
townhouse, walking distance to . nearest your home.
UCF, W/D, micro, 363-5636.
,___ _ __ _ __ _ _ ____,

CLUB INFO

Make money playing Nintendo
video games anywher in the nation ..
If you are available various days
and hours between Nov. 20 and
Dec. 26, call Gretchen Hominy at 1800-299-5260 for more information.

SERVICES
Test Anxiety/School Difficulties
•Do you forget what you've learned?
•Do you panic befor.e an exam?
•Does your mind wander when you
study?
Susan Dill, certified hypnotist, 11
years experience. Regular guest
speaker for WDBO radio, recently
interviewed regarding test anxiety
and appeared with Michelle Muro,
Cha11nel 6 and a student demonstrating the positive results from
hypnosis. Call 897-3633.

Nov. 10, 1993
TYPING SERVICES: Term papers,
manuscripts, reports, theses, etc.
Work done quickly and efficiently.
Spell check used on all papers.
240-6371.

A+ Typing and Word Processing
Quality work that's fast and affordable!
Papers, resumes and more
All work done on laser printer
More than 13 years experience
Call today: 366-7123
Located close to UCF

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all you student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Same day
service avail. We've moved, call for
info. 277-9600.

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - ;

Landscape and maintenance
helper, part time, to service quality
accounts in Apopka/Longwood Debt-free in 1993-Stay homemoney by phone 407-295-5120.
Term papers and resumes atTERarea. Must be honest, exp. preRIFIC rates, 281-8888. M-S 9-9.
ferred. Own car and phone. 290- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 WP5.1 and Desktop.
5906.
.

Hunters Reserve $595 2 BD/Bth 1
min. from UCF. As of 12/1 washer/
dryer, vaulted cefling, microwave,
M/F non-smoker to share large two beautiful, 366-8511 .

bedroom, two bath w/garage, W/D/ i -- - - - - - - - - - - - 1
modern appliances, close to UCF.
$260 + 1/2, call Bill 382-9480:
Apartment for rent, lake view, walk
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn ·up
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i from UCF, $425/month, 349-2723.
" to $2,000+/mo. Summer and Cai- - - - - - - - - - - - i

Minutes to Campus ...
4 bedrooms 3 full baths...
Large rooms, 2 story ...
All appliances...
·
Must be neat nonsmoker...
$295 + 1/3 ....
Call now 678-2449

Apartment for rent, lake view, walk
from UCF, $425 month, 349-2723.

reer employment available. No experience necessary. For more information 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5418.

FOR SALE

FOODSTAFF-Seeking exp'd
part-time employees for the followGarth Brooks tickets, f9r Saturday ing: banquet servers, bartenders,
convention service, line cooks and
M/F non-smoker Mstr Bdrm of 3 BD Nov. 20th show: call 658-4327.
Apt, own bath, walk-in closet, $220
special event personnel. Above-av+ 1/3 utl., must be honest, 282- ·- - -- - - - - - -----1 erage pay, flexible hours. Call 6799087, anytime.
0003 for appt. NO FEE!
Almost new microwave for sale.
r - - - - - - - - - - - - + Call Chad at 381-9014.
Mature M/F-NS needed to share 2
BR/2BA apartment with Male NS, 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - i
call 341-2495, leave message for
John.
Apple lmagewriter II printer. Like
r - - - -- -- -- - - - - - 1 new, comes with 2 boxes of paper.
Call Dave at 249-2206.
Wi nte r Park-2 BR/2 BA
townhouse. Female to sha.re with i- -- - -- - - - -- - - 1
same. Available immediately. $325
Tired of renting? Own for less!
+ 112, 671 -6144.
Spacious 1/1 w/huge walk-in closr----- - - - - -- - ---1 ets, fully equipped kitchen, window
covers, screened balcony overlooks
Roommate, M/F to share 3/2 house quiet courtayrd! Off Goidenrod15 minutes from UCF. $300 mo. seconds to shopping; minutes to
Call 678-9695.
.
UCF & WP! Call Janice or Brad862-8000!
.

Female roommate wanted to share
212 off Goldenrod & University. O~n
washer/dryer, $290, call 679-0243.

AUTOS
Honda Accord LX 1984, Ice-cold
AC, Auto, sunroof, one owner, only
$1, 995. Call Tony at 423-4045 M/S
8 to 6.

t---------------1

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY! Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader, Inter-Campus Pro-.
grams, 1-800-327-6013.

- ---1

Male to share 2/2 townhouse in
Tuscawilla. 8 miles from UCF, $275 Mazda RX? GSL '85, red, sunroof,
+ 1/2 +deposit, call David at 365- PW, excellent cond., $3,500, 6571045.
8676.

Earn while you learn. $2,000 per
month-1 O to 15 hrs a week. For
appt. call 831-7889.

Greeks & Clubs
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST 1
WEEK! For your fraternity, sorority
or club. Plus $1,000 for yourself!
And a fre~ T-shirt just for calling 1800-932-0528 ext. 75.

TlPISTS

Travel Agents-no school or Exp.
necessary. Will train. Hight energeticworkplace.Eve.hrs.Callnow.
Salary or_commission. 767-8890.

'85 Renault Alliance- 2 door, 4 cyl
auto, AC, tape deck, good cond.
Mor F needed for spring/summer $1000 080 please call 277-9001
to share 2 bed/ 2 ba apt. across
from UCF, $217_+ 1/2 utl., call Lulu i- -- - - -- - - - - -i
at 382-5815.
1987 Honda Civic Si Hatchback1 - - - -- -- - -- - - - i Red, 5-spd, SGK, AC, cassette,
sunroof, $4,800, 898-4563
-

CRUISE SHIP JO~S!
Students needed! Earn $2,000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, ·
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, .Gift
Shop Sles, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-4647, ext.
C147.

Extra Income '93
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1993 ·travel brochures. For more
information, send a S.A.S.E. to:
Travel Inc., P.O. Box 2530, Miami,
FL 33261.

KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735.

Typing-call Nancy at 671-7830.
Five years with UCF. Reasonable
rates.

Academic papers-WP 5.1 all
styles, Suzanne Rogers, BA Eng.,
629-0266, reasonable.

NEED A PAPER TYPED? FOR
FAST AND EFFICIENT WORK
CALL SUSAN@ 249-0087.

Math Tutor-College AlgebraCalculus; Mature, Dependable, at
your convenience, 2 years experience, 644-3536.

AA Cruise & Travel Jobs. Earn
$2,500/mo +travel the world free!
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
Algebra, trigonometry, calculus I &
WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538
.
11, college and university physics I &
Cruise lines now hiring for busy
holiday, spring and summer sea- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 , atyourconvenience, three years
sons.Guaranteedemployment!Call·
experience, firs~ session free! Call
(919) ~29-4398 ext. 21.
Academic papers/resumes. Rea- Michael at 678-5827.
rates. Near UCF & VCC.
1---------------l sonable
277-6946.

Open minded, M/F nonsmoker
wanted to share a 3 BDRM/2 BA i- - - -- - - - - - - - l
apartment. 15 minutes from UCF,
1989 VW Fox Wagon 65k miles.
Master BDRM/BA, Dishwasher,
Runs great. $3850.00. Call Bret or
Fireplace, on pool. $260 per month
Michele 841-9905. ·
+ 1/3 utilities-$100 deposit. Call
Joel or Charlie at 380-2221.
i- - -- -- - - --l
r - - - - - -- --

Free Money-For College
No Joke!
Millions-where it is
and how to find it
Free information, call
(813) 328-3304.

117Al\T/ED
ADOPTION
Professional couple anxious to provide loving, secure home for infant
or toddler. Please, consider the
adoption alternative. Call Jill or Keith
anytime, 1-800-364-9008.

TYPING SERVICE: Term papers,
letters, resumes, reports and other
documents. Quality work! Fast service! Call Amy 678-2973.

I

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

t~:

The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required . Call :
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
215 W. Harrison , Seattle , WA 98119

t
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STUDENT GROUPS

and

ORGANIZATIONS
Interested in making serious
money: marketing.no annual fee
for life credit cards:

AT&T Universal MasterCard
Discover Card
Top Department Stores?
For More Details Call

1-800-592-2121
ext. 313

Call Today!
ASKUSHOWTO
RECEIVE A FREE CD
OF YOUR CHOICE!

- " Hey; did i ever tell you that I have your name
tattooed on my ass?"
" Really?"
Down go his pants and upon white flesh in gothic
calligraphy letters are the words" your name."
" Jeez Dad, that's kind offunny. Does Mom know?"
My Dad ... and his very strange sense of humor (on
his other cheek, " U.S.D.A. PRIME CHOICE" is sprawled in block letters). Very strange.
I got my first taste of tattooing when my father
.decided to have a piece done on his upper right arm. A
free-hand drawing. of an eagle attacking a dragon.
· Very Harley Davidson. It didn't stop there, however.
Next came a cover-up piece incorporating the USMC. logo that he h~d worn since his days in the service. A
cover-up is using a new tattoo to cover up an old, tired
one. My Dad definitely practices the theory of excess,
so of course his next one had to be the queen mother of
all tat;oos. The proverbial back piece. This
one w~s to be a picture of a fiery, red .
dragon with its wings sprea~. A massive piece using all ofthe space·
,available.
.
. ~,:-. ~ .~
Smee this :t!;":::. .
.
one was
.:,
.:
•,,..
so big, it ~) :'· . '~ (.
~.;:..·....
had
""'-4' ~ :.....

i1

... ~

firm talons; ~just couldn't make up my mind. The possibilities were endless.
Well, the day finally came. After searching through
dozens of tattoo magazines, art books, clip art and the like,
I chose a picture of two lizards for my back left shoulder.
I decided to go to De.ana' s Tattoo Parlor on East Colonial
Drive (it's about two miles east of UCF) by _myself. I
didn't want anyone to go with me in case I cried like a baby
and made an ass of myself, The minute I got there, though,
I changed my mind about the tattoo I wanted. I picked a
tribal design about eight inches long and two and a half
inches wide to go on the back of my left leg - a pretty
hefty choice for my first tattoo. I asked Deana if she could
compare the pain to anything tangible I had possibly ever
experienced. She told me many people compare it to a bee
sting. Well, since I had never been stung by a bee, that
analogy didn't mean much to me. I laid fac.e down on a ·
chair that resembled something from a dentist's office
and was quite scared, because !hate going to
the dentist. .Then she started. The pain
really wasn't tha(bad, just annoy·1

ollo"'>

to
done in sections, one wing at a time, one fiery nostril at
a time. Needless to say, several weeks of sessions had
gone by before this vicious, mystical dragon began to
take shape. Armed with an intense crush on the guy
who was doing my Dad's tattoos, I began to attend
these tattooing sessions with my father. It was incredible. A stencil of this huge, medieval dragon hung on
the wall over endless tubes of ~olored ink. The artist
was doing the entire thing free-handed, looking occasionally at the fire-breathing lizard on the wall. Watching the needle enter the skin, deposit ink and then exit
the skin in a pool of blood was a little bit repulsing, but
after the blood was wiped away and I saw the flash of
color permanently embedded in his skin, I knew that I
too would one day have a tattoo of my own. I
immediately set about looking at pictures, studying
tattoo magazines and dreaming of the one which
would one day emblazon my flesh.
I begged my father to let me get one. He said I had
to be 18, because that's the law. Actually, he said that
because my mother hates tattoos. Not wanting to
anger " The Man," I satisfied myself by reading tattoo
magazines and considering how each piece of art
would look on me. Indecisiveness gripped me with its

some
other flying insect. . Or maybe standing_immobilized in
an ant pile, unable to keep. the ants from biting. In any
case, I tried to minimize the .pain by talking to Deana
above the buzz of the tattoo gun. She's been tattooing for
13 years
has been in that location for nif!e.
The whole procedure took about 30 minutes. The pain
was not excessive and it was bearable. The finished
product was remarkable. This wasn't a Bazooka Joe
stick-on, but a real, irreversible tattoo on my leg. It
wouldn't come off with water and a little bit of rubbing
alcohol. I was proud - it looked realiy good. Deana put
a bandage over the artwork on my leg and instructed me
of the proper care procedure. She also told me to tell my
friends. She needn't have told me that last bit, because as
soon as I could take the bandage off, I was showing
everyone, even complete strangers. Some say as soon as
you geta tattoo, you can't wait to get another. This is true;
my ·tattoo hadn't even stopped bleeding when I started
planning my next one.
My advice to those who are contemplating getting a
tattoo but are weary of the pain, is don-'t sweat it, it really
doesn't hurt that badly - it definitely will be worth it.

and

•Shelly Ruda
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As you probably have heard
by now, River Phoenix is dead.
It happened one day last week
- I returned from a class and
my neighbor leaned his head
out his front door and said,
"Check this out: River Phoenix
died." We watched the news ·
that day. I think we watched it
two or three times. Reporters
said he collapseq coming out of
a nightclub and died.
People started speculating as
soon as they heard the news that

the cause was probably drugs. I
hear it was. I don't think it matters much how he died. There
are those people who die young,
for whatever reason.
Some friends and I thought
it would be appropriate to rent a
couple of his movies. You see,
I hadn't seen all his movies,
only the big ones: "Stand by
Me" ... the ones everyone has
seen. We rented "Running on
Empty" and ~'My Own Private
Idaho." Two good movies. Two

school records.
damn good movies.
Here, Danny is caught beI don't feel qualified to be
Phoenix's biographer; I know tween his family and his art.
almost nothing about him. I'm And this conflict is intensified
sure someo!'le else slicker and when he falls in love with the
cooler than I will jump on that daughter of the music teacher at
chance to make a lot of money. his high school, Lorna Phillips.
I don't think I would read a She is a disillusioned daughter
biography anyway. His movies of the bourgeoisie, who hates
her parents for being shallow
are much more telling.
. In "Running on Empty," - pretending to care about the
Phoenix plays Danny Pope, a less fortunate, but only for show,
high school student whose fam- not out of true compassion.
ily are dissidents, running from Looking at the Popes, who she
the FBI. His father is a consum- knows as the Manfields, she
mate leftist revolutionary and sees a family that truly cares.
his mother is a talented pianist But the price for that caring is
who gave up her ambitions for anonymity and exclusion. They
her idealism. Danny is also a are enemies of the people.
In "My Own Private Idaho,"·
pianist, taught by his mother.
He is so talented that he gets an Phoenix plays a narcoleptic
acceptance from Julliard, a pres- male prostitute named Mike. It
tigious art school, without any · PHOENIX continued on R3
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See SMASHING PUMPKINS

.

. NOVEMBER 14
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SMASHING PUMPKINS
TICKETS CONTEST

I
Entry Deadline November 12, 1993
I
Name
I.
I
Address
Cfy
&~e
I
I
I
Zip
Phone
College
·
IL ______________________

at THE EDGE

1

Get SMASHING PUMPKINS'

:

LATEST RELEASE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SIAMESE DREAM

7.95

12.95

cassette

compact disc

AVAILABLE AT

~

~IJSIC:
SOUTH ORLANDO
8114 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.
(407) 8~~-0001
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ORLANDO
2901 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
(407) 894-1700

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
689 E. ALTAMONTE DR.
(407) } } 1-9~92.
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PHOENIX
continuedfrom R2
is a movie about adjusting to
one's circumstances. Mike grew
up in an institution, because his
mother was not considered fit
to care for him. He survives by
selling his body, but he's constantly out of phase with society and the stress makes him
black out. It is during one of
these blackouts that he takes up
with Scotty Favor, played by
Keanu Reeves. Scotty is the
prodigal son, heir to his father's
fortune, who runs from sickness and greed to the brotherhood of the streets. He takes on
a ~treet tutor, Bob, ~ho calls
him his "true son," but Scotty
always intends to go back to his
real father to inherit the money.
Scotty, the prodigal son, is
loved by everybody. Mike confesses his love for him when
they are camping out beside the
highway for the night, travelling to Idaho from Portland
looking for Mike's mother.
Scotty says he· can't love an-

l

~

·-~

other man, and he only does it
for money. This begins his betrayals. Scotty betrays Mike in
Italy, running off with an Italian girl and leaving him with a
plane ticket. Then Scotty betrays Bob after getting his inheritance, throwing him off like

around and singing "Bob" to
accordion music. Mike passes
out in the middle of a road in
Idaho again and gets ripped off
by someone else.
·
The industry won't miss ~ver
Phoenix much, just another
· From $99 Full ·size
young buck. It will survive. But
we must cherish what it is we
have of him, because he was
not just another young buck.
Phoenix was an actor who took
chances with his roles and had
the strength of character to pull
954 Altamonte Springs Dr.
2900 W. Airport Blvd.
it off. His interpretations of roles
Sanford 323-6002
767- 6455
showed a lot of insight into human character and a passion for
life. It is eerie - the way he
died, at age 23. It's like a good
tragedy where even the best of
human characters is still mor-.
Excerpt from interview with Sal Noseman, Garth's personal Dermatally flawed. Unfortunately for
tologist:
most of us, life is not a comedy
Seedy: Sal, Garth's hat has played such a critical- some might
oferrors, where we get to bungle
.even say "magical" role in his success, how do·you account for
thisT
,
our way out of trouble into some
'Hoseman:
Who
sent
you?
happily-ever-after situation. ·
· Seedy: What about this unique skin condition of Garth's- is it
Life ·is something that conone of a kind?
founds even the brightest of us. - Seedy: We understand Garth's hat is made from the skin of an

Futon cover was $79, now $39!
Futon Furniture Factory

Seed Characters...

an old coat. Bob dies and his
funeral is held at the.same·time
as Scotty's real father's funeral.
The funeral for the real father
is traditional and austere, while
Bob's is reveling, where .th~
people attending are dancing

Anthropology, Art, Biology,

Ecqno~ics,

· •Andrew Varnon
Revelation Staff Writer

Education

-+-'
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Argentinian tree-dwelling marsupial. As aDermatologist, can you
the relevance?
NOseman: My brother-in-law a shyster 1awyer! You try pinning
anything on me and he'll have your @#! in court!
Seedy: Sal, we've learned your
experience is in primate research. Garth's the first human you've treated ...
care to comment?
Noseman: Get out of my office!
~explain

There you have it folks! Garth and his
· hat need our help. Buy your used CDs
at Seedy Characters and help fund an
expedition to Argentina to ... Save Garth

-:6
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Brooks' Hat!
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Be on the lookout for 'em!
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RECORD & C.D CONVENTION
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HOWARD JOHNSON's
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1-4 & COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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The Florida State University London Study Centerwill have a series of
3 week, 3 ·c redit classes in a wide variety of subjects.

10amto5pm
ADMISSlON $3.00
PRE-ADMISSION $5.00 (8 AM)

The program fee of $1850 i~cludes ro9m, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ·10 card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.

" HOURLY DOOR PRIZES
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Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18
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STUDY ABR~AD
FLORENCE • LONDON • COSTA RICA

1-800-3 74-8581
904-644-3272
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CONTACT:
FLORIDA RECORD COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION

tQ

407-467-1535
904-686-6303
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1993 F.R.C.A. SHOWS
WEST PALM BCH.

JAN.

10

ST. PETE
FEB. 1
OCT. 2

ORI.ANDO
MARCH 1•

FEATURING:

•T-SHIRTS
1000'S RECORDS & CD'S• POP
• ROCK • BIG BAND
• BACK STAGE PASSES
• CASSETTES • PUNK
• DECANTERS • ALTERNATIVE • IMPORTS • EASY LISTENING
• BOOKS • PATCHES • POSTERS • RECORD & CD SUPPLIES • HEAVY METAL
MARCH 28
JULY 25
OCT. 10

JUNE 6
SEPT. S
NOV. I•
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Fog.
Giant multi-colored oil slick amoebas.
Flaming hearts.
Flying death moths.
All within a single sphere.
And so begins the "Dirty Honeymoon" tour of INXS which began
Friday at Tampa's University of South
Florida Sundome.
The three-column speakers on either side of the stage rose up 50 feet to
meet the glorious lights that created
the surreal landscape to which lead
singer Michael Hutchence and his
band strode forth.
The concert began subtly. The.
stage was simple. The spotlights
blazed.
Motion lacked during the first set
as INXS played their old hits, paled
by time.
Hutchence started off in a threepiece suit and, as cliche has it, had
dwindled down to a T-shirt by the
The less-than-impressive INXS forest shot.
end.
The floor crowd rushed the stage
Hutchence later took a trip into the
as Hutchence christened the crowd crowd, accompanied by many bodywith bottle upon bottle ofEvian. Many . guards, but as fate would have it, two.
tried to mosh to this band- but it just women seized him and grabbed his
.ain't gonna happen.
ass.

Courtesy/Atlantic

The stage rested in dark, red shadows as Hutchence emerged from its
bowels into an angt<,lic halo of light
which seemed to bum clear through

Then after a headache-ridden onslaugh,t of. materialistic 80s ballads,
the stage biacked out and the band
ceased.
Five minutes passed.
Ten minutes.
Did I hear a ringing sound in my
ears?
What did you say!?
Encore.
With little warning, INXS blasted
back onto the stage screaming forth
tracks from their latest release. The
metal edge of these components rocketed the encore into legendary status.
Then chaos erupted with the revelation and emancipation of "Suicide
Blonde."
Like a pendulum that gains speed
with each constant swing, the concert built frail) a substandard performance to an exhilarating musical
experience, but still remained inconsistent, not allowing a transitional
standard to create a cushion for the
imbalance.
I need some Chinese food.
Now how in the hell did I get
back home?

him.

•Tim Wass berg
Entertainment Editor

<

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for ove~ eight years. And I'd like you
t.o experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
S24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. Students with Valid I.D.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Certified: Dental Implant P.rostlietics
Member: American Dental Association,
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy for
Sports Dentistry, Florida Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society
Team Dentist: Unlveulty of Central Florlda1

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
·

(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken -. Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to creek for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
c'i:Jll today, because this offer ends li/30194

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

It b our office policy that the patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination, or treatment whic.:h is
performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, dLo;counted fee, or reduced fee service, examination, or treatment.
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=band

photos/best

A growing bite in the air
provided an element of cool
majesty as the masses gathered outside the Edge for a
magical, musical experience
known as Primus. Concertgoers decked out in flannel
shirts and baggy jeans shuffled
through the gate and into the
smokey building.
After a long half hour of
listening to "classic" rock
tunes, the Mel vins took the
.stage. Their 45-minute set
began with an eruption ofloud
static as the three-man band
came out.
The Melvins' style of music can easily be described as a
well-oiled machine of noise".
Throughout their set, raging
guitar chords rang out as intricate drum beats kept the everchanging rhythms going. Each
song was a long, almost epic,
piece with numerous tempo
changes that, if nothing else,
kept the crowd on the.ir toes.
Next, it was Primus' turn.
As the roadies set up Primus'

accented by the changing iminstruments, the soundtrack
ages from. the movie projecof "Pee Wee's Big Adventor. During "Pork Soda," the .
ture" kept the audience pleasentire stage seemed to be
antly entertained. Every few
moments small groups of flooded with rising bubbles of
carbonation.
people would begin chanting,
Pits of various sizes
"Primus sucks! Primus
erupted
as Les Claypool efsucks!" - the highest form .
fortlessly blurred his fingers
of praise for the band. Small
across the fret board of his
shoving matches began ~s· the
six-string bass song after song.
"pit fighters" warmed up.
The night dissolved into a
. After everything was in
marvelous spectacle, served
order, the lights died down. A
up in a savory sauce that only
huge movie projector was acPrimus could have provided.
tivated and threw the words
A special highlight of the
"visit our refreshment stand"
show came when Claypool
onto a white tarp t~at hung in
switched to an upright bass
back of the stage: Cartoon hot
for "Mr. Krinkle." Claypool,
dogs and bags of pop corn
ever the crowd pleaser,
danced around as a clock
dragged the huge bow across
counted down the seconds to
the bass as he kicked his Leg
show time.
up and down in his own unique
The Primus Experience
way.
began with a flawless execuThe evening ended with a .
tion of "Here They Come."
bizarre,
yet intense fusion of
Their energetic playing style
"Is it Luck" and Metallica' s
packed tasty momentum into
"~attery."
the rolling ball of splendor
that pushed its way through
•Jim Tramontana
out the set. Some songs were

HOMEMADE ITALIAN
WITHOUT THE HOMEWORK.
Real Italian Lasagna for just $3.69
And unlimited breadsticks with every dine-in entree

Paradise Beach Club

Presents ...
Saturday, Nov. 13, 9 p.m.
Live rock 'n roll with

...pl•'.••al...
Saturday·is Lady's Night....
. FREE DRAFT_& WELL COCKTAILS 9-11 pm

Every Tuesday-Saturday
night

$.50 DRAFTS
never a cover!

Located in Aloma
Square (corner of
Forsyth, between .
University and
Aloma)

671~6700

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

Need:
A Will

A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified. UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210 ·
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Real Italian. Real Fast
6Orlando locations

·

Funded: through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association
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Frank Zappa.
From songs like '.'Jazz Discharge Party Hats," a
hilarious five-minute story about a couple of band
members who try to score the ladies but settle for
sniffing panties (set to a jazz beat, of course) to the
vocal harmony "The Meek Shall Inherit Nothing,"
which pokes fun at Jesus freaks, Znppa 's Universe is
incredible.
The musicianship on this album is great as well.
Many have tried to blend a symphony orchestra and a
rock band together, and most have failed miserably. It
really takes the music of Frank Zappa to make it work.
(Also, it features guitarist Steve Vai as a guest artist,
•Cracker
•Pestilence
another plus.)
Kerosene Hat
Spheres
Bottom line: IF YOU DON'T LIKE THIS AL(Virgin)
(Roadrunner)
BUM, YOU LACK A SENSE OF HUMOR AND
(***)
(****)
-' ARE BASICALLY WORTHLESS AS A HUMAN
.How can you not like a band that's named after one BEING.
Y E E E E E E
of the Apocalypse's four -horsemen? It's heavy, it's •
HAAWWWW, I thought
eerie, and well ... I just like it, damnit. OK?
to myself, as I glanced at
Spheres is somewhat of a change for Pestilence, • Optimum Wound Profile
the back of this album.
whose last three albums w~re more straightforward Silver or Lead
Gauging from the attire
death metal. Spheres is s9mewhat slower and has more (Roadrunner)
the band wore in its group shot - plaid flannel shirts of a progressive/industrial edge to it.
(**)
and ski hats - it took me about two nanoseconds to
The first -track, "Mind Reflections," is a good
come to the conclusion that Cracker is one of about a example. It combines grinding guitars with faint, etheMaybe I gave this album o~Jy two stars because I'm ·
million crappy "grunge" bands some hopelessly out- real keyboards in the background.
_ not in the mood for industrial/metal today. Or maybe
.
of-touch record company A&R exec figured would
Overall, I'd call Spheres metal with imagination. because I'm getting really tired of the whole industrial/
sell really well because they look "alternative."
How's that for an inspired ending?
metal genre. Or, maybe it's because Optimum Wound
Well, don't judge a book by its cover, appearances
Profile just ain't too great.
can be deceiving, BLAH BLAH BLAH. There is
·OK- there are a few interesting samples here and
definitely a grung~ element to this album, but ifs by · •Various artists
there, but that's about it. It failed to excite me. But, hey,
far not the only one. There are a number of pretty good Zappa's Universe - A
at least you can dance to it.
songs on this album, like "Low,'' a crunchy little tidbit Celebration of 25 years
of Frank Zappa's Music
about what else - a girl.
Unfortunately, there was also a good number of (Verve/PolyGram)
·songs which really didn't impress me. Cracker man- (*****)
Even though Frank
ages to show some creativity at times, but not on a
Zappa does not actually
consistent basis:
It seems to me that, in the forthcoming years, appear on this album, it is
Cracker has the potential to either become really good stillweird. But by weird, I
or really suck. Cmon, Cracker, I know you can do it. mean the genius that is

•.
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Announcing...

AUDITIONS FOR THE

Reach-Out .Players
Nov.18 at 6:00p.m. in the Wellness Center
\

The Reach-Out Players are a comedy
improv theatre troupe that deals with
current health is~ues. This group is
part of a 3-credit hour spring
semester class, "A Peer Approach to
Health Education.'~ You must be
available for class every Wednesday
and Thursday from 4pm to 7pm.
Questions? Call Gail or Stephanie at
823-5841

See You Therel

f'.
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Shorten the goal posts, use a heavier ball or go for two?
•

•

Would anyone say football needs a little
more excitement? Maybe the scoring system needs to be altered a little? Well, hold on
to your hats. Mr. Trivial Try1ko and I actually
agree on something. (I·know, it's amazing.)
But you knew it was too good to last too
long. While we would both like to see a little
more excitement added to the game through
a change in the scoring procedure, we disagree on the way to do it. Trivial thinks
adding the two-point conversion in the NFL
is the way. Gimme a break. The NCAA
allows the two-point toss-in, and it's hardly
utilized. What makes you think the pros are
going to be any different? Why use a risky
play when a conversion kick is a safe, easy
point? This is the thinking of most teams.
The two-point conversion is only used when
it will take t\yo points to tie or win a game.
The change needs to come in the kicking
game. Maybe the two-point conversion
would be used more if a conversion kick
wasn't so easy. Qr if the throw-in was worth
more. A missed point-after attempt is nearly
unheard of these days. Even a shanked field
goal is a rare vision.
The NFL was a festival of field goals this
weekend, with my Giants making three
against Dallas. In some games, field goals
were the difference in the outcome. A successful Bears' kick would have defeated the
Raiders. The classic, of course, is the Bills'
Steve Christie kicking a 27-yard field goal
with 14 seconds remaining to send the Buffalo-New England game into overtiriie. He
then booted a 30-yarder to win. The Bills'
game is a case in point. They went for the
field goal in OT instead of the.TD. They

knew it would be pretty easy.
And if you look through the paper, you '11
notice few field goals were missed, even less
extra points. What' smypointwithallofthis?
(Yes Trivial, I do have apoint.) Field goals
. and conversion kicks need to changed.
Granted, my thinking is hardly revolutionary, but it is timely. Critics have been asking
the NFL to make the kicks more difficult for
sometime.
There have been many suggestions on
how to challenge kickers more. One fan has
· suggested using a heavier ball for the kicks.
I'm not proposing that, but I do think some
changes could be made. The most popular
suggestion seems to be making the goal
posts narrower. I agree. The goal posts in
Arena Football are much smaller, and it's
more difficult for the kickers. Field goals are
not automatic, and they make the game more
exciting. Now, I'm not saying we should
move the goal posts too close, but more like
12feet apart. That's nota big difference from
the distance currently separating the uprights, but it's enough to po'se a greater
challenge.
·
Stand and cheer football fans, and let's
add some more excitement to the game.

Duncanson's favorite bunch of NFC East.
losers) managing only atrio ofthree-pointers
against the Cowboys Sunday, maybe it'sjust
because they have a mediocre offense. Let's
not slam the Giants' kicker for his team's
offensive shortcomings.
Let's see, we have a proposal to shorten
the goal posts. And, there are suggestions for
longer end zones, wider hash marks, fewer
· points for chip shots and even tougher kicking angles. Absurd. Would we change the
Yes, Ms. Duncanson and I agree the NFL
rules ifall ofa sudden tight ends were hauling
should change some of scoring procedures.
in. 10 or more catches a game and scoring
But, our favo~te flake to the left is way off . more than once a month? Ms. Duncanson
base.. AGAIN!!,.J :
i
. ~ould probably advocate they only be alThese columns present not only oppor-· . lowed to catch the ball with one hand:
tunity for an exchange of ideas, but in Ms.
Back to the two-point conversion idea.
Duncanson'scase,alearningexperience.I'll
Why would anyone really be against it?
give her this, she knows more about sports
Even Ms. Duncansondoesn 'trailagainstthe
than she did before she took this job. But,
ideatoomuchinherbabblings.So,let'shope
she's got a long way to go. Shortening the the NFL owners loosen up and add a potengoal posts? Is she serious?
tially exciting scoring opportunity to the
The NFL could spice up itS conversion professional pigskin fun. Bu~ as long as they
attempts by adding the two-point conver- don't punish kickers, I'll be happy.
sion. Ms. Duncanson shrugs this off, yet
advocates narrower goal posts. Amazing!
Now, an Official Word correction. Last
The two-point conversion would bring ex- week ImistakenlysaidDennisRodmanwas
citement to tbe game. Not only would it · the point guard San Antonio needed to win
makeupforbotchedextrapointattempts, but the Midwest Division. The thought I was
it would give a team the option of going for trying to convey about the Spurs needing a
more than just a tie.
point guard and the helpful addition of RodWhy all the talk about J?i.xing up the man were combined at a fate ·hour on a long
_kicking game? Well, there has been an up- Monday night. Thanks to all who pointed out
swing in field goals so far this season. Ms. the error in judgment Special thanks goes
Duncanson thinks it's because field goals are out to the Future's formernewseditor, an allso eaSY to make. Afraid not. It's just many · knowing, mistake-free kind of guy.
teams have had trouble scoring during the
Until next week, remember, the sports
first half of the year. As for the Giants (Ms. beat goes on.

an
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Track and Field
Tryouts
Any women interested in
being on UCF' s Track and
Field team should attend
an organizational meeting
at4p.m.Monday,Nov.15
in the Arena. For more information, call Coach
Loftus at 823-0096.
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Be the hippest student in your dorm!!!
How??? Mail i~ this coupon f r yo1tr
own AFGHAN"'' HIGS doorhangeJ !
Mail coupon to:
Elektra Entertainment, 5440 Fulton
Ind. Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30336. ATT~:
Michele Smith
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Basketball
Managers Needed
The UCF men's team is
looking for managers to
help with video, equipment and other responsibilities during practices
and games. Anyone interested in being involved in
the basketball program
should call Coacn DeVary
at 823-5806.

quart
·Free Hot Dogs

Foster's Oil Cans
69

$1 Drafts during game

Aerobics Sign-In ·
Procedures
You may call 823-3090 after 8 a.m. to reserve a sp~t
in that day's class. Validated ID and towel required at check-in. Names
Will be called 10 minutes
before class. Unclaimed
spots will be given to
stand-bys.

1 lee cold

beers on tap

Bottled beers
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7 Free
Shuffle Board
3030 N. Goldenrod
Between University & Goldenrod

678-7755

32 ounce

30

Only 5 minutes away from campus

shAmRocK BeveRA~e
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO
K.INKO'S AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION

823-9370

10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
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Magic grab home and road victories
to open season on a positive note
delayforcleanup, ShaquilleO'Nealledhis team to a 11696 victory. O'Neal had 42 points. Nick Anderson returned as a cornerstone for the Magic. He finished the
game with 18 points. Hardaway played 36 minutes and
added 12.
The Magic returned home for their opener against Phila· 'This could be the Dream season."
delphia
The 76ers heralded. rooki~ center Shawn Bradley
Remember this phrase? Magic fans started using it
was
no
match
for O'Neal, and the Magic took their second
immediately after Orlando hit the Shaq-pot. Last year's
season was the best in franchise history, but the team victory, beating Philadelphia 114-89.
So the dream season is underway. But what's going to
lacked sufficient pixie dust to make the post-season.
Hopes ai:e sky-high agaill this year. The signing of have to happen so this season doesn't become a nightmare?
first-round draft pick Anfernee "Penny" Hardaway shot Less turnovers, more free throws from the big man and better
- ticket sales through the roof. Starry-eyed faces are filing team play. fu the first two games, turnovers were not a
into the 0-rena in hopes this year will be the dream hindering f~ctor and so far, O'Neal' s performance atthe line
seems to be improving. As for the team playing better
season.
together,
that shouldn't be hard. The Magic only have four
So far, so good. The Magic finished the pre-season
with a 5-3 record under new head coach Brian Hill. The newplayers.AndO'NealsaidafterthePhiiadelphiagamehe
momentum carried the team into two victories in their feels the team is coming together.
"Everyone is doing their part/' he said. "We're makfirst two games.
Orlando stuck it to in_:state rival Miami in the Heat's ing each other look good. We're playing well together."
It's too early to tell, but it seems the dream of a
season opener Friday: After a rousing pre-game show
with fireworks, high-wire acts and a 30-minute game . championship is already being played out on the court.
I

Dennis Scott came off the bench and scored 19 in
home opening victory. (DeHoog/Future)

Orla~do's

CREW from page 24
.,,1

•

,, -·

five boats ended up in the water,"
said Chris Wargo, former UCF
oarswoman and a coach for the
novice women. ''Wedecidednotto
· risk the people or' the equipment."
The club is busy getting in
shape for the competition.
''Wehaveamajoremphasisin
fall ontechnical skills and strength
training," saidDennis Kamrad, club
sponsor and varsity women's head
coach. "Rightnowwe'renotworking on speed."
. ''We're really the best crew
team in Central Florida," said
Gotham, "As long as \Ye work out
hard, we can beatthecompetition."
fu the spring, the club faces a
new set of challenges. Spring raceS
are 2,000 meters and last from six
to eight minutes. Each boat lines up
atastarting lineand whoevercrosses
the finish line first wins.
'The Spring races require a
completely differentrace strategy,"
said Wargo, who classifies the
spring races as borderline sprints.
fu the fall, the rowers compete
in head races. fu a head race, the
boats st:art at timed intervals, and
the race is based entirely on time.
The head races are approximately
three miles long and can last from
16 to 30 minutes.
One problem facing the Crew
Club is the equipment the team is using.
"Ifs been three years since
we've gotten a new eight-person
boatand over l 0 years ~ince we've.gotten a new four-person boat,"
said Wargo'. "The new equipment
is much lighter."
''We don't have the equip- ment the other teams have," said
Kamrad. "But, we do have an excellent young coaching staff that
knows their stuff."
Kamrad is confident in the
club's abilities. "I think we will be.
-one of the top two or three t~s in
the state, if not the south, in some
categories."

Visa. 1t's Everywhere You Want To Be~

1...-...._-----------------------------------@VuUSA.tnc.1993
(
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The general message to the defense was to pick up the intensity
and shut the Flames down. In the
second half, the defense followe.d
instructions and blanked Liberty,
allowing them only 77 total yards.,
Despite the blowout loss, the
Liberty Flames aren't a bunch of
slouches. They've graduated three
top NFL players: Pittsburgh
Steelers' tight end Eric Greene,
defensive backWayne Haddix and
Miami Dolphins receiver Fred
Banks.
Meanwhile, their head coach,
Sam Rutigliano, led the Cleveland
Browns from 1978-84. Once the
head coach of the "Cardiac Kids,"
Rutigliano is currently in charge of
the ''High-BloodPressure Kids'' at
Liberty .

After the game, Rutigliano spoke kicks isn't a sure thing anymore,
aboutthemajordifferencebetween just ask Liberty's kicker.
last season's victory over UCF and
The Golden Knights impressed
this year's game.
the pollsters, and managed to get
"Our special teams coverage some backup players quality playstunk and we allowed them to get ingtime. Saturday's victory allowed
first downs on third and long all everyone to get into the game, with day," he said.
the exception ofUCF' s Knight and
The main reason for Rutigliano' s horse mascots.
.
special team headaches was UCF
UCF moved up in The Sports
offensive star, Whittemore. Networlc Division 1-AA top 25
Whittemore had two punt returns poll to number 12. UCF faces the
for 48 yards with a long of 41, and BuffaloBullsSaturdayat I :30p.rn.
104 yards on three kick returns attheFloridaCitrusBowlin UCF' s
with a season long of 43. He also final home game of the 1993 reguhad three ·receptions for 87 yards. lar season .
Another special teamer who had
So, what's Golden Knights head
a sterling performance was kicker coach Gene McDowell's plan for
Charlie Pierce.
victory against the Bulls?
Pierce was two of three on field
"I'm going to tell my team that
goal attempts and seven for seven we should go out and demolish this
on point after attempts. Converting team, because wearecapableofit."

Defensive end Greg
Jefferson puts the sack on
Liberty's quarterback
Antwan Chiles (right) in the
Golden Knights 55-19
victory over the Flames
Saturday. And, Jefferson
reacts ever so mildly (below)
to nearly ripping off Chiles'
jersey. ucf. shut out the
Flames in the second halt
and moved to number 12 in
the Division I-AA top 25 poll.
The Knights have two
games remaining in the
regular season. (DeHoog/
Future)

J>BVANEY'S
_Eatery & Sports Pub
7660 Univer.s_il..y Dive!.
UNIVERSITY ·& COLDENROD
COODJNCS CENTER 6.79-6600

9

DECEMBER

2 YEA
ANNIVERSARY
* DEREI< & THE SLAMMERS

* CHEAP, CHEAP, CHEAP BEER
* FREE BUFFET 7-9 PM
:l!~~~!! !~!~l !1! !~~1~~!~!!!1!1 !l~l ! i!l!~l stu a.ent s.¥~~: ia1 ! ! !J:l ~ ~l l~ il!~ 1~1~1 il l~l l l ~!I~
THE .

'I PIT•Ellllll
•Friendly Atmosph~

• Personal Training
•Computer Fitness Testing
•.Co-F.ci facility

•Free Weir,hts

- ,----.FREE----,
I E:NROLLMENT WITH
I
ANY ANNUAL ·
I PROGRAM WITH THIS
I COUPON STUDENTS

t

$19.95 PER MONTH

•Aerobics

I.
I
I
I
·

• Exercise 1:ycles
• Stairclimhers
• Turbo Bikes
• Sprint Circuit Training
•Body Building
•Weight Loss

J
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•JuiceBar
•Nursery
•Private Lockeis
•Private Showers

CONNECTION

G

0 F

~ ~-

~s

E. COLONIAL .D R./ STATF. RD. 50 0 ~
D

MON-THURS
SATURDAY

HOURS
6 AM-11 PM
FFllDAY 6 AM -10 PM
9 AM-8 PM
SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM

6615 E. COLONIAL !).Q. • ORLANDO. FL 32807 • 65f•-8000
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ARBOUR VILIAGE APARTMENTS.

Across from UCF!
* Under New Management*

n600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS

1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
•
2 pools & sauna
·•
Complete fitness center •
Sand volleyball court
•
Lighted tennis court
•
Lighted basketball court •
2 laundry facilities
•
•

• Private Clubhouse
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directions: From University Blvd ..
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous_closet space
Window coverings ·
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
from $360 (1 bedroom) to $435 (2 bedrooms).
•Walking distance from UCF
• Covere~ parking
•Laundry faciliates

•Pool
• Central Heat
and air

Ask about our new remodeling ~pecial!
12017 Sloan Drive
Orlando, Fl 32826
(407) 273-4097
Office hours

University

>
Pasture
__
_ _ ___.E;

~

~=~

Sloan
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GELTZ from page 24

big goals. An outside midfielder
is not nonnally in position to
score big goals, but she always
seems to find a yvay.' '
In fact, Geltz founq a way

often enough last year to lead the
Lady Knights in goals (6) and
points (15). This season, Geltz
again has been at or near the top
in team scoring.
"I always put in the best effort I can,'' Geltz said. "I like to

achieve, and I like being a team
leader.''
If Geltz's top-notch perfor- .
mances keep coming,_Richter
said, post-season honors will be
a mere formality.
"She potentially could be one
oftheAll-Reglonalplayers," said
Richter. "And that would put her
in the running for All-American.''
Throughout her 14-year involvement in soccer, Geltz has
managed to.excel at every level.
Her four years at Orlando's ·
Bishop Moore High School were .
decorated with two state titles
and numerous local, state and
national awards. She was named
first-team All-State three times,
as well as being the Orlando
Amateur Athletic Association's
Playerofthe Year, and amember
of the Florida Olympic Development Team.
Geltz also set a national
record by scoring 205 goals in
her career.
Although she was recruited
by numerous other schools, including Mercer and Florida International, Geltz opted to remain close to her roots.
"I chose UCF,'' Geltz said,
"because I've known a number
of people here for a while. A lot
of us (her current teammates)
played club soccer together for a
long time.''

Geltz' s improvement in soc- whether her soccer career will
cer goes far beyond her role with end then either. In the 1996 Sumthe Lady Knights and won't end mer Olympics in· Atlanta,
now that UCF' s season has con- women's soccer will be an officluded.
cial Olympic event for the first
She still keeps in close con- time, which certainly attracts her
tact with her high school team at attention.
Bishop Moore·and, in her spare
Geltz has also pondered the
,
idea
of helping young kids get
time, has helped coach it.
_ Shealsoplaysonaclubteam, involved with sports.
known as "Caliber,'' and is in"Maybe teaching Physical
volved annually in.an indoor sum- Education at an Elementary
mer league.
School, '' she said. "But I'm not
With one year of eligibility really sure yet.''
Whatever she decides, Amy
left at UCF, Geltz is still undecided about what herpbst-gradu- Geltz hopes her future will be as
bright as her soccer career has .
ation plans will be.
Geltz is also not sure about been.

7
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Lady Knights' standout Amy Geltz's soccer career might
lead her to the 1996 Summer Olympics! , (DeHoog/F~ture)
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Get the Picks From the Pros in Vegas!
~Updated E~ery Day ~

~- CALL NOIN//

~

I ·900·737·2828· Ext. 330
($2.00 per minute)
Avalon Comm., Ft. Lauderdale, FL (305) 525-0800 (18 or older)

-------------------------------
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THE NATIONAL

POLICY FORUM

A Republican Center for the Exchange ·of Ideas with

CONGRESSMAN BILL McCOLLUM
and.

THE . UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
COME JOIN US IN A DISCUSSION ON THE PROBLEMS OF VIOLENT CRIME AND JUVENILES IN AMERICA

Participants will include
•
•
•
-.
•

Local Law Enforcement OffiCials·
Elected Officials
Citizens Groups
Community Organ~ations
Crime Victims

I]

I)

THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1993
9:00AM - 5:00PM

GET INVOLVED!
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Knights douse Flames, · move to 12th in I-AA poll
''Darin had a great game and
offensively everything was just
clicking today," said offensive coordinator fylike Kruczek.
Here are some offensive stats
The Florida Citrus Bowl was the
that
are sure to bring a smile to
stage for a three hour and seven
coach Kruczek' s face: the Knights
minute long joke that ended With a
totalled 117 yards on the ground,
comical 55-19 punchline. Funny
while throwing for a phenomenal
for UCF, anyway. An announced
424,
.the Liberty secondary was
crowd of 8,688 witnessed the Libburned
more often than Cheech
erty Flames get lit up by quarterand Chong and UCF came through
back Darin Hinshaw and the
in
a big way on third-down converGolden Knights.
sions,
UCF ..,1,1!1!1!!1!!1.11,1!1!1!!1!!1.11,1!1!1!!1!!1.1!!1.!1!!!1.1!!!1.!1!!!1.1!._. . . . . .l.!!l!!l!'-l.!!l!!l!'-l.!!l!!l!'-!!1.!1!!!1.1!-...-...!!!1!1!1!1!1!!1. . . . . . . . . . . .. . _ .
successscored
fu1
on 11
quickly on
of 18.
their first
While
two drives,
the ofending in a
fensewas
familiar
on the
Hinshaw to
D a v i d liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii••iiiiiiiiiiiiii••iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil field, the
By JASON SWANCEY
Contributing Reporter

lead jump from one to 15 on a
plethora of masterful drives engineered by both Hinshaw and
backup quarterback Michael Jordan. The Knights went into the half
with a comfortable 34-19 lead.
UCF came out and scored three
more touchdowns, two in the third
quarter and one in the fourth. This
time Hinshaw spread the wealth
around by throwing one to Rhodes,
one to wide receiver Mark
Whittemore andfinally onetofresh-

Rhodes combination both times.
However, Liberty came right back · man wide receiver Rufus Hall.
and scored consecutive touchHinshaw enjoyed some wealth
downs on the ground, cutting the himselfbytl!rowingsixtouchdown
lead to 14-13.
passes, wbich was just one shy of
The Flames failed to convert the the sch()()l record of seven held by
extrapointaftertheirsecondtouch- Darin Slack. Slack set the UCF
down. That would set the tone later record in a 1987 game versus West
when the Flames missed their only Georgia Meanwhile, Rhodes tied
other attempt at an extra point in the Bernard Ford for UCF' s record of
second quarter.
four touchdown receptions in a
~e Golden Knights saw their game.

•)

defense
was making adjustments. They
wereadaptingtoanelusiveLiberty
teamthatwasabletoavoidyardage
losses throughout the first quarter.
"Coach told us to wrap up the
quarterback and wait for help,
cau~ he was such a big guy,"
commented· defensive end Emil
Ekiyor who had four sacks.

ne-
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Junior David Rhodes hauled in four touchdowns, tying a
UCF record for TD receptions in a game. (DeHoog/Future)

. Amy-Geltz is a coach's Crew places well at Chattahoochee regatta
dream come true
egory.
'We have a real young team,
but they are very excited and dedicated rowers," said Rick Gotham,
Members of UCF' s Crew head coach for the varsity m~n. ·
Club spent the weekend rowing
The returning team placed
their boats at the Head of the second last year at Nationals as
Chatt~oochee Regatta in Atfreshman, so Gotharri has high
lanta, Ga. with over 2,500 c~m hopes for the rest of the season.
peting rowers.
"We want to win," said Gotham.
The varsity men defeated
So far this· season, the club
Rollins College and the Univer- has participated in meets in Tensity of Jacksonville to win the . nessee and Boston.
In Boston, at the Head of the
gold medal in the club eight catBy ROBIN LONGAKER
Contributing Reporter

By TOM JAMES
Contributing Reporter
UCF junior Amy Geltz is
the type of player every soccer
coach wishes they had . .
From scoring skills, to
quickness (,Uld aggressiveness,
to leadership, Geltz possesses

all the intangibles that makes a
player stand out.
"She puts forth 100 percent
effort for everything,'' UCF
women's soccer coach Karen
Richter said. "She ju.st doesn't
quit on anything.''
"She has the ability to score
GELTZ continued pa2e 22

VOLLEYBALL @Jacksonville Nov.3
UCF def. JU 15-7, 12-15, 15-6, 15-6
VOLLEYBALL vs. Virginia Commonwealth Nov .5
UCF def. VCU 15-5, 15-2, 15-7
This victory marked the Knights' 20th
sweep of the season, and their 30th win
overall.
WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. F1oridalnternational Nov. 5
Final: FIU 2, UCF 1
UCF goals: Kochevar @ 72:00 assisted
by Musante/Shaw
UCF in the n~t: Brann 2 goals against, 6
saves
UCF record: 9-7-1
Kelly KochevarcontinuestoabuseNCAA
goalies in what has been a Trans America

AtWetic Conference Championship season.
MEN'S SOCCER@ Centenary Nov. 6
Final: UCF 1, Centenary 0
UCF goal: Linares assisted by Betsinger
UCF in the net: Menard 0 goals against,
7 saves
UCF record: 4-9-1
WOMEN'S GOLF @ Lady Cougar Invitational@ Charleston S.C.
UCF team finish: 2nd out of 14
Top UCF finisher: Kristen Putman (3rd)
Other UCF finishers: Kim Millar (8th)
Brooke-Grant (18th)
Brittainy Hubble (15th)
Brenda Sanchez (37th)
The Knights continue to impress as they
mow down NCAA opponents. Kristen
Putman capped off a great round with the

Charles_Regatta, the var : y men
placed 18th of 47 boats.
In Tennessee, both varsity
men and women placed fourth,
and a mixed boat offour men and
four women placed third.
The club was scheduled to
compete in Jacksonville Oct. 31 ,
but the race was called off due to
bad weather.
'We.endoo up scratching due
to horrendousconditions-fouror
CREW continued page 20

tournament second round best of74.
WATERSKIING@ Embry-Riddle
Nov.6
UCF team finish: 1st
Top UCF finishers:
Men's Divison
Kenny Autore 1st Slalom.
John Swanson 1st Tricks
John Swanson 1st Jumping
Women's Division
Andrea Gayton 1st Tricks
Andrea Gayton 1st Jumping
The results-of Saturday's volleyball match
versus Virginia Tech were not available at
press-time. Furthgr, the men's golftoumament at the South Alabama Invitational
was not completed at press time. We'll
have a recap next week.

WEDNESDAY
Volleyball @ South Florida 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Rollins College@ Uni-·
versity High School 7 :30 p.m.

IJ

FRIDAY
Volleyball- Trans ArnericaAthletic Conference Tournament @ UCF Arena thru
Sat.
( l

SATURDAY
Crosscountry·NCAA Regional Championships @ Funnan
Football vs. Buffalo I :30 p.m.

Compiled bySCOTTGINCHEREAU ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
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